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National Geographic's Annapurna, Nepal AdventureMap is designed to meet the unique needs of

adventure travelers, highlighting hundreds of points of interest and the diverse and unique

destinations within the country.The map includes the locations of cities and towns with a

user-friendly index, plus a clearly marked road network complete with distances and designations

for major highways, main roads, and tracks and trails for those seeking to explore more remote

regions.Every AdventureMap is printed on durable synthetic paper, making them waterproof,

tear-resistant and tough Ã¢â‚¬â€• capable of withstanding the rigors of international travel. Each is

two-sided and can be folded to a packable size of (4.25" x 9.25"); unfolded size is (26" x 38").Key

Features:- Waterproof and tear-resistant- Accurate topography/terrain with a clearly labeled road

network- Hundreds of points of interest, including the locations parks and nature reserves, protected

lands, historical and cultural attractions- Thousands of place names including towns and natural

features; detailed place names index- Important travel networks including airports, lighthouses, ferry

routes and rail lines- Updated regularly to ensure accuracy.Map Scale = 1:135,000Sheet Size = 36"

x 24"Folded Size = 4.25" x 9.25"

Series: National Geographic Adventure Map (Book 3003)

Map: 2 pages

Publisher: National Geographic Maps; 2000 edition (January 1, 2000)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1566955211

ISBN-13: 978-1566955218

Product Dimensions:  0.5 x 4.5 x 9.2 inches

Shipping Weight: 2.9 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     1.6 out of 5 stars       3 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #891,343 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #79 inÃ‚Â Books > Travel > Asia >

Nepal > General   #410 inÃ‚Â Books > Travel > Asia > India > General   #789 inÃ‚Â Books > Travel

> Asia > General

Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of the National Geographic Society,

National Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art

and science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the



world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world. All proceeds from the sale of National Geographic maps go to support the

Society's non-profit mission to increase global understanding and promote conservation of our

planet through exploration, research, and education.

It has no lines of longitude or latitude. I've never seen a "map" without these crucial navigation

features. Although for the record you do not need a map in Annapurna. Navigation is child's play.

Wish I had read the other reviews first. This map is very out-of-date, and is missing lots of detail I

can find elsewhere online. I was hoping for a map that would show many of the numerous side trails

and cut-offs, but it is very skimpy. One review states the map doesn't have lat-lon lines; while true, it

does show lat-lon on the margins the way many maps do. The statement "revised regularly on the

front of the map is meaningless in this case. It also shows no hotels at two major villages that are

loaded with them. This Nat Geo map is a stinker.

Tear and wind resistant, inserts with Kathmandu and Thamel maps.....but all of it in small

scale......you either need a magnifying glass or have someone 12 y.o. reading the map for you.NOT

updated-as advertised-the map does NOT show the new "jeep road" " trail" or "both"If you need a

great map of Annapurna get "Annapurna Atlas" published by Milestone Himalayan Series, Partha

Banerjee-it has 15 nice fodout maps and one overview map. I used it all the time and the Nat Geo

map was ....well "to have it" I guess.
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